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Various thoughts flashed in his mind and Steven let out an excited laugh!

The purple-feathered beast let out a cry as its wings started to stir up violent winds. Everyone on the stage

was a warrior, so the strong winds did not affect them at all. It was just the start.

The purple-feathered beast let out another cry as it surrounded its body in purple flames, igniting itself.

With a quick movement, three purple flamed feathers shot at the crowd. That move had just been testing

them out. Steven narrowed his eyes. In his eyes, everything else had stopped. His only focus was solely

on those feathers.

He let out a confident smirk. Under everyone’s expectant looks, he shot forward and charged right at the

feathers. Everyone exclaimed in shock at his move.

“He’s actually running toward the feathers! That’s what I called a skill gap! In the earlier few groups, the

strongest warriors would choose to avoid the attack or deal with just one feather, leaving the rest to the

other participants! However, Steven is facing three feathers alone!”

Steven pulled out his sword and sent out three slashes. The burning feathers suddenly clashed against

the slashes and let out intense energy, and suddenly shattered the feathers from the roots!

The purple flames were mostly diminished by the slashes!

The speed slowed down as well! Steven sent out another three slashes. He attacked incredibly quickly,

and the slashes clashed against the feathers before the beast could even react.

The feathers could no longer hold on as they shattered into light, disappearing into thin air!

“It’s a draw!” Someone shouted.

Even though Steven had needed six slashes to disperse the feathers, the three initial slashes had been

able to hold the feathers back. It was already an amazing result. No one had been able to do that before.

Steven took a deep breath as he looked at the purple-feathered beast with an intense gaze. The purple-

feathered beast looked over coldly as well. Even though the beast was made of energy, it still had a

certain amount of intelligence.

It could tell that the minuscule human in front of it was quite strong and dangerous, so it decided to target

that human instead. The others were of no consequence.

Steven was quite happy with the purple-feathered beast’s attention. He felt incredibly proud as if he was

facing the beast one on one.

Rowan smiled and said excitedly, “I guess this beast is quite smart. It knows who’s the strongest.

However, it won’t change anything. The purple-feathered beast will definitely die. Steven’s Void Blade is

an upper ultimate god-ranked technique! A mere purple-feathered beast is nothing to him!”

As he said that, Rowan deliberately raised his voice.

Everyone could hear him clearly, and all of them widened their mouths.

Steven was actually using an upper ultimate god-ranked technique!

That was something they could only dream of. Even though they knew that the Whirling world definitely

had geniuses capable of using upper ultimate god rank techniques, they had never come across any.

Unexpectedly, they actually met one here. Most of the warriors gathered there were only using lower

ultimate god rank techniques and were barely able to use them. There was a wide gulf between them and

someone who could use an upper ultimate god rank technique.

“No wonder they’re always so confident in themselves, so Steven is using an upper ultimate god rank

technique. I just don’t know to what extent he has mastered it already.”
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